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Abstract

The incredible destructive capacity of weaponry in the course of two world wars has

made eruption of new world war synonymous with the extinction of the human race.

Therefore the human race is endeavoring to avoid wars by shifting international efforts to

resolve conflicts from mostly military solutions to a more inclusive approach.  Here is the

origin of the world’s quest for humanization of Security and Development paradigms.

Creation of the UN was a landmark in humanization of Security and Development

paradigms, and the UN Peacekeeping Operations（UNPKOs）implement humanitarian

activities within that framework. Humanitarian activities of UNPKOs form the junction

between the UN responses to humanitarian concerns and to political and security-related

challenges. Therefore study of those activities is beneficial to investigate whether Security

and Development paradigms are in process of humanization. Proper assessment of past

experiences and learning from them becomes crucial within the analysis of UNPKOs, and

landmarks of their humanitarian activities must also be revisited.

The tragedy of conflict in the Democratic Republic of the Congo（DRC）compelled the

Author to analyze the humanitarian activities of the UN PKO in the Congo（ONUC）in

terms of increasing contribution of UNPKOs to humanization of Security and Development

paradigms. We do not assert that humanitarian activities of ONUC radically advanced it. As

a global and long-term process, such humanization is infinitely broader than any particular

UNPKO. For that reason we wanted to reveal the facts of ONUC humanitarian activities

which reflect that humanization and illustrate its limitations. The relationship between those

activities and the will of parties for reconciliation is especially important. These experiences

suggest that the ONUC case highlighted the principal political limitation to UNPKOs’

humanitarian activities: Those activities may support but do not substitute for peace

consolidation. They can adequately address humanitarian concerns only when local

conflicting parties wish peace and external actors refrain from exploiting the situation.

These summarized conditions are also very important within the wider humanization of

Security and Development paradigms. The ONUC experience clearly illustrates the

hopelessness of advancing such qualitative change without the maintenance of basic

principles of UN peacekeeping: impartiality, consensual character and the non-utilization of

military force by UNPKOs except in self-defense.
＊Doctoral Student, Graduate School of International Development, Nagoya University
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Ⅰ. Introduction

“The humanitarian ethic is an ancient and resilient conviction that it is right to help anyone in

grave danger. This deeply-held value is found in every culture and faith, as well as in the political

ideology of human rights.”１ The influence of the humanitarian ethic upon international relations adds

to that power. The incredible destructive capacity of weaponry developed in the course of two world

wars has made eruption of new world war synonymous with the extinction of humans. Therefore the

human race is endeavoring to avoid wars by shifting international conflict resolution efforts from

mostly military solutions to a more inclusive approach. Accordingly, settlements are to deal with

economic, cultural, humanitarian, social and other aspects of conflicts. The socioeconomic issue of

making global development more comprehensive becomes central within that approach. This is the

origin of the world’s quest for humanization of Security and Development paradigms. 

After the Second World War those concerns influenced establishment of the United Nations（UN）.

The distinctly humanitarian aspiration “to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war” was

at the heart of that initiative. Therefore this was stated in the opening of the UN Charter and

sustained by mandating the UN with activities to establish conditions of stability and well-being

necessary for friendly relations among nations. Those requirements were: “... to reaffirm faith in

fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men

and women ... and to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom”.２

Therefore creation of the UN is a landmark in the humanization of Security and Development

paradigms. Provisions of the UN Charter also spelled out the strategic basis for the UN humanitarian

activities. The UN tackles massive movements of displaced populations; works against epidemics and

hunger; leads the way in international efforts to eradicate slavery; mobilizes and brings emergency

relief to victims of disasters; presses the parties of hostilities for adherence to the protection of civilian

populations; encourages and supports vulnerable social groups; and fosters humanitarian values by

strengthening educational, scientific, cultural and information ties between nations. Within this

framework the UN tries to minimize loss of lives caused by hostilities, and the UN Peacekeeping

Operations（UNPKOs）３ are implementing humanitarian activities for that purpose.４

Humanitarian activities of UNPKOs must be realized in accordance with principles of humanity,

impartiality and neutrality.５ Therefore they have to be the least subjected to political influences and

pressures compared with other aspects of UNPKO functioning. In terms of scope, those activities may

fulfill general and sectoral tasks. The tasks present in the course of all humanitarian activities of

UNPKOs may be considered general. These tasks include: creating a sense of security among civilian

population by means of various humanitarian protective activities, coordination of work between

UNPKO civilian personnel and PKF as well as between UNPKOs and other humanitarian

organizations, and logistics-related activities. Sectoral activities respond to concrete concerns:
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assistance with basic food, nutrition and shelter, assistance to refugees, internally displaced persons

（IDPs）and returnees; humanitarian aspects of demobilization, demining, water, health and sanitation,

renewal of basic education, and attempts to promote the application of international humanitarian law

by rival factions and by the UNPKO’s personnel itself. 

In an immediate timeframe, UNPKO humanitarian activities have to respond to pressing

humanitarian concerns. In a longer prospective, those activities have to address the “vicious circle” of

extreme poverty and hostilities.６ Thus, the humanitarian activities of UNPKOs have explicit principles

and contents of action, distinguishing them from other functions of UNPKOs. Those activities have to

alter the logic of hostilities by returning affected areas to development and to support international

peace-building efforts. Respectively, humanitarian activities of UNPKOs form the junction of the UN

responses to humanitarian concerns and to political and security-related challenges. Therefore study

of those activities is beneficial in terms of finding if Security and Development paradigms are in

process of humanization. 

This issue stands on the agenda of the world. As the UN GA convened the Millennium Summit of

Heads of State and Government to articulate a vision for the Organization at the arrival of new

millennium,７ since 1999 the UN Secretariat has been undertaking fundamental review of UNPKOs in

order, among other reasons, to increase their contribution to humanization of Security and

Development paradigms.８ These issues are most comprehensively analyzed in the “Report of the

Independent Inquiry into the Actions of the United Nations during the 1994 Genocide in Rwanda”９

and in the “Report of the Secretary-General Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution 53/35 - The

Fall of Srebrenica.”10 Both documents confirm that humanitarian activities suffer the most from

inadequate sustainability of UNPKOs.11 Thus, humanization of Security and Development paradigms

strongly depends upon better sustainability of UNPKOs. 

Ⅱ. Landmark UN involvement in the Congo

Proper assessment of past experiences and learning from them becomes therefore crucial within

the analysis of UNPKOs, and landmarks of their humanitarian activities also have to be revisited. The

UNPKO deployed in Congo in the 1960s was such a landmark case.12

Against the backdrop of liberation of African peoples from the West European colonial yoke, Congo

gained independence from Belgium on 30 June 1960, and the Belgian military mostly withdrew.13 The

Congolese government and Congolese National Army（ANC）14 took over responsibilities for

maintaining security. However, during the first two weeks of independence the inexperienced

governing politicians lost control over affairs of state. Regions began to secede, and mutiny of ANC

ensued across the country. Under these conditions, Belgium briskly returned its military to Congo.

The deployment, said to protect West European expatriates, commenced on 10 July 1960 without

consent of the Congolese government. Seeing no major threat to foreigners and therefore utterly
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insulted by demonstration of Belgian superiority, the Congolese government was nevertheless too

weak to keep out the Belgian forces. The government was also falling into discord and tribal

squabbles. Because of that it did not elaborate firm political priorities and became unable to find a

definite source of external military assistance. Instead, it called upon both the USA and the USSR for

help. Provocation of such rival involvement undermined international peace and security. Therefore

UN S-G D. Hammarskjöld obtained from the SC the authorization for establishment of UNPKO in

Congo in order to keep the peace.

French is the dominant language in that region, and the operation was designated by its French

acronym ONUC.15 It was deployed from July 1960 to June 1964 and represents an inspiring object for

academic analysis. In comparison with recent UNPKOs, the general experience of ONUC may be

considered more objectively. Besides, ONUC humanitarian activities are worthy of revisiting since

conflict in Congo seems to be one of the most complex and intense in the world,16 and the

humanitarian situation in Congo is appalling. According to a report of the International Rescue

Committee, the phase of war in Congo from August 1998 to April 2003 was the worst in the world

since World War II in terms of casualties, as some 3.3 million people perished.17 Suffering has spread

across the borders and is depriving Africa of sustained development.18 Hostilities internationalized to

the point of being characterized as Africa’s “First World War”19 and triggered deployment of another

UNPKO in Congo - the MONUC.20 Despite this effort, political violence, threat of major war and

humanitarian disaster persists, and securing lasting peace still represents an acute challenge for the

humanitarian ethic and beyond.21

This tragedy in Congo compelled the author to analyze humanitarian activities of ONUC in terms

of increasing contribution of UNPKOs to humanization of Security and Development paradigms. We

do not assert that humanitarian activities of ONUC radically advanced such paradigms. Being a global

and long-term process, humanization of paradigms is infinitely broader than any particular UNPKO.

Therefore we wanted to reveal the facts of ONUC humanitarian activities which reflect that

humanization and illustrate its limitations. The relationship between those activities and the will of

parties for reconciliation is especially important in this respect. Analysis provides a complement to

recent findings of biased behavior by ONUC personnel, undermining peace consolidation,22 by

returning the attention to creative features of ONUC, which may have balanced those abuses. 

ONUC was spectacular and had both dark and bright days. UN political organs and Secretariat

characterize it as milestone in the evolution of UNPKOs,23 and despite differences in views, authors of

relevant studies also agree on this point. ONUC is unique in size of deployment area, manpower,24

mandate and functioning. 

Prior to ONUC, UNPKOs had diverse scales, but the same fundamental nature.25 Established under

threat of nuclear war between the great powers, UNPKOs interposed hostile troops in order to

forestall expansion of regional hostilities into larger confrontations.26 They were deployed after rival
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parties had ended their hostilities by cease-fire, in order to contribute to maintenance of status quo.

Administrative structure of UNPKOs was shaped around UN Peacekeeping Forces（PKF）. PKFs

monitored observation of cease-fires by rival parties and reported results to the UN Secretariat.

Impartiality of PKFs had been crucial for implementation of UNPKOs mandates, and they were not

authorized to utilize military force except in self-defense and therefore used to be provided with only

light defensive weapons.27

The UN Secretariat based ONUC on these realities and maintained their importance.28 However,

because of the complicated internal situation in Congo, by resolution S/RES/143（1960）on 13 July

1960 the SC authorized the S-G to mandate planned UNPKO with objectives of unmatched broadness.

However, the relevant provisions were not precise. SC decided to relinquish daily control over the

crucial initial stages of ONUC and “...to authorize the Secretary-General to take the necessary steps, in

consultation with the Government of ... Congo, to provide the Government with such military

assistance as may be necessary until, through the efforts of the Congolese Government with the

technical assistance of the United Nations, the national security forces may be able, in the opinion of

the Government, to meet fully their tasks.”29 According to ensuing provisions, steps to be taken by the

S-G were: to assist the Congolese government in maintaining law and order, to ensure complete

withdrawal of Belgian forces from Congo30 and to provide technical assistance to the Congolese

government. 

The latter point is crucial in considering the contribution of ONUC to the humanization of Security

and Development paradigms. The spirit of “technical assistance” of ONUC activities had been

comprehensively outlined by S-G in first relevant report to the SC and then by UN political organs, in

above-mentioned SC resolution and by the IV Special Session of the UN GA.31 Besides, the negotiated

pattern of “technical assistance” by the ONUC to Congolese government highlights significant

advancement in humanization of the Security and Development paradigm and in addressing security-

related concerns through development efforts.32 Firstly, during negotiations with the UN Secretariat,

concerning functioning of ONUC, the Congolese government applied mainly for “technical assistance”

of a military advisory character. In particular, it requested assistance in developing the national army

for the twin purposes of defense and the maintenance of law and order’. The Congolese government

also requested “urgent technical assistance in the field of developing the security administration of the

Country”.33

Thus, the government prioritized military and security-related dimensions within its vision of

external “technical assistance” to Congo, while similar contemporary efforts focus upon a more

inclusive approach to strengthening the state institutions. Developmental and humanitarian activities

are the essential element in such contemporary efforts.34

Secondly, relevant documents suggest that prior to independence of Congo, UN Secretariat

personnel recognized the need to make UN “technical assistance” to that country more
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comprehensive. According to Hammarskjöld, that idea included provision of expertise in order “to

avert colossal socioeconomic problems.”35 However, ONUC’s “technical assistance” remained focused

upon security solutions and in this respect became entangled with another unprecedented task of

ONUC: assistance to the Congolese government in maintaining law and order.

Thirdly, we now know that the law and order aspect of ONUC activities became the most

demanding involvement of that UNPKO. Havoc in the Congo scarcely has contemporary parallels in

overall extent and afflictions to civilian population, and disruption of law and order remains at the

forefront of events. Therefore proper assessment of that pioneering work of ONUC deserves further

study. The emphasis here is on essentials. 

The havoc appears to be rooted in regional separatism and tribalism.36 Tribalism in Congo, in turn,

was and remains complicated by deficiencies of economy and obscured by struggle of foreign interests

for domination over lucrative extracting industries.37 This situation demonstrated to governments of

other decolonized states that maintenance of law and order must become a central priority, and that it

should be achieved not just by means of security-related responses, but through better governance in

economic and social spheres. The tragic history of Congolese havoc may be regarded as precursory to

the analysis of contemporary developmental studies.38

Fourthly, combination of “technical assistance” and assistance in maintenance of law and order

provided ONUC with an opportunity for encouraging attempts at state consolidation and resembled

peace-building initiatives of modern UNPKOs. Already at the end of Aug. 1960 Hammarskjöld warned

SC of likely collapse of the UN policy in Congo because of ethnic strife and state disintegration. The S-

G advocated that the ONUC rapidly generate local political will for peace and seek for support from

the permanent SC Members to avert that collapse.39 The law and order aspect of the mandate of

ONUC allowed such activities, if we consider accomplishments made by subsequent UNPKOs, notably

UNTAC. As the UNTAC example also suggests, wide ranging humanitarian activities of ONUC had

potential to become an important element of such peace-building support.40

Fifthly, in contrast with the architects of UNTAC, the Secretariat had to fit the activities of ONUC

within the framework of the then dominant paradigm of international security. Not only the Congolese

government but also the governments of great powers prioritized military means while addressing

security concerns. Therefore at withdrawal of ONUC the S-G U Thant observed that Congo had no

effective central government, reliable army or police force. He continued that securing those

requirements was an internal issue of the state concerned, and mandates of UNPKOs were not meant

to include those fundamental requirements of statehood. According to U Thant, that conceptual,

primordial and unsurmountable limitation caused the ONUC to stumble.41

Simultaneously, facts of ONUC functioning suggest gradual humanization of that paradigm.  In the

note verbale to Government of Congo on 18 Aug. 1960 Hammarskjöld emphasized that “...United

Nations has put its resources at the disposal of ... Congo in the form and to the extent such a service ...
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serves the overriding purposes of maintaining international peace and security.” However, already on

21 Aug. 1960 Hammarskjöld acknowledged that this principle limits “...the ways in which the United

Nations can serve in the Congo...” and asked SC Members to consider a more comprehensive

approach. Motivation for such a plea included humanitarian considerations: hunger had emerged in

the southeast Congo, and massive displacement had aggravated inter-ethnic grievances. Therefore

ONUC had to assist IDPs in order to prevent eruption of hostilities.42

In this respect, the ONUC case provides a precedent of vital importance to SC support for success

of UNPKOs. After authorization of ONUC, further joint initiatives of SC permanent members were

required to demonstrate to local factions the economic and political benefits of peace consolidation.

However, the fragile diplomatic consensus in the SC had already evaporated.43 The SC deliberations

between 09 and 17 Sept. 1960 --  concerning the ONUC’s handling of Katanga secession, relative

claims of supremacy by Congolese leaders, and authority of ONUC to implement its mandated task of

maintaining law and order -- illustrate total divergence between USA, USSR and France.44 Lack of

collective support to the ONUC from great powers damaged the entire operation45 but was

particularly destructive for its “technical assistance”/law and order aspects, demanding daily intense

political involvement of ONUC with rival factions. Here the external weakness of ONUC was

aggravated by endemic absence of local will for peace. In effect, the ONUC sustained challenges to its

impartiality.46 The partial functioning of the ONUC and the dilemmas over use of military force

triggered the USSR and other powers to censure the S-G. Those powers preferred not to pay the bills

of ONUC, and financial crisis within the UN ensued.47

These experiences suggest that the ONUC case highlighted the principal political limitation to

humanitarian activities of UNPKOs: they may support but do not substitute for peace consolidation.

Besides, humanitarian activities of UNPKOs adequately address humanitarian concerns only when

local parties wish peace and external actors do not exploit the situation. Moreover, these conditions

are also very important within the wider humanization of Security and Development paradigms.

Ⅲ. ONUC humanitarian activities

Ⅲ.1. Beginning of the ONUC humanitarian activities

In the context of the above considerations, commencement of regular humanitarian activities by

ONUC represents a landmark. Compared with contemporary situations, the activities were subjected

to key disadvantages in authorization and implementation, caused by the earlier outlined limited

framework of Security paradigm. Firstly, at present UNPKOs may rapidly evolve in response to

situational shifts in deployment areas. In particular, the SC may upgrade mandates of UNPKOs and

change the number and composition of UNPKO personnel.48 Such patterns were unprecedented at the

time of ONUC. Secondly, various humanitarian activities are often provided for in mandates of modern

UNPKOs. The ONUC mandate did not include those clauses, although it did not prohibit the ONUC to
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engage in such activities.49 Introduction of humanitarian activities into ONUC therefore represented a

landmark in formation of the current dynamic management model.

In terms of implementation, mounting lawlessness which left civilians vulnerable to abuse was the

trigger for humanitarian activities of ONUC. Therefore humanitarian activities of ONUC began from

the start of the operation.50 However, since the SC did not upgrade the mandate of ONUC, the

Secretariat had to fit those activities into existing provisions relating to law and order. These

provisions endowed the practice of protective humanitarian activities of ONUC PKF with the best

legal coverage possible and therefore allowed that practice to spread all over Congo.51 In particular,

the S-G considered the operation to be “...an arm of the Government（of Congo）for the maintenance

of order and protection of life...”

That emphasis allowed the ONUC to to protect civilians from abuses committed by paramilitary

groupings and, by this, to implement a kind of general humanitarian activities. Although brief, a

relevant piece of S-G Report allows outlining of the following features of those activities. Initially,

protection was to be implemented as deployment of ONUC PKF in areas where the abuses were（or

had been expected to be）grave. Therefore the deployment of PKF was aimed to dissuade

paramilitary groupings from abusing civilians and to reassure those civilians. However, at the time the

Secretariat poorly drew the limits to those humanitarian protective activities. The relevant Report to

the SC does not contain specifications of how the ONUC was to gain the consent of factions for

particular protective/dissuading deployments of its PKF. S-G did not outline the need for sectoral

humanitarian activities, as the assistance to IDPs, demining etc. was not required at the time. Issues

regarding ONUC PKF behavior in cases of armed attacks against protected civilians also had not been

contemplated.52 Omissions were, however, inevitable as ONUC was the first UNPKO embarking upon

such activities.

Here the ONUC had been guided not just by assessments made within UN Secretariat regarding

local requirements. That landmark also highlights reliance of the Secretariat’s supervision over

UNPKOs upon input from the SC. In particular, the case demonstrates that UNPKOs cannot fulfill

humanitarian concerns without agreement among the UN SC permanent members about political

repercussions from those concerns. Thus, protection of civilian population became the most frequent

humanitarian activity of ONUC, not least since those states recognized the huge political implications

of general insecurity of civilians. Both the political character of international involvement in protection

of civilian population and the essence of respective concrete measures were principal areas under

discussion. In particular, representatives of the UK and France were most vociferous in their demands

to the S-G to make restoring order through protection of abused civilians a central element of ONUC

functioning.53 In early August 1960 the French government made efficiency and speed of ONUC’s

involvement in protective activities a condition for its political support.54

Alas, while vehemently pleading for protection for White expatriates, the same orators kept silence
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on the topic of relief and deliverance of Africans（more than 99.9% of Congo’s population）and of

numerous Asian expatriates, although threat of abuse for them had been the same. Consideration of a

particular population group as superior to others in terms of access to humanitarian assistance lay at

the basis of those initiatives. In this sense, they were altogether incompatible with the humanitarian

ethic and represented a kind of racial discrimination. Obviously, such concerns regarding the suffering

and relief represented a major setback to humanization of Security and Development paradigms. In

context of ONUC, this is accentuated by the particularly chronic character, repugnant forms and wide

scale of such improper policies concerning the region.55 Therefore the case highlights the extent and

difficulty of the UN struggle against deformation of humanitarian activities and significance of

UNPKOs impartial, neutral, massive and relentless involvement in the struggle for humanization of

Security and Development paradigms. 

Dealing with political repercussions of humanitarian concerns in Congo, the SC very quickly

recognized and utilized the constructive potential of humanitarian activities of UNPKOs. Thus, besides

being discriminatory, the UK and French governments’ argument contained justification of Belgian

military intervention in Congo on humanitarian grounds（protection of expatriates from abuse and

from the threat of abuse）. In this respect, assessments of humanitarian aspects of crisis（the

immediate security of civilian population across Congo）reported by ONUC provided other member-

states in the SC objective information and influenced their stance on the matter. For example, on the

basis of a report presented by a Ghanaian PKF commander within ONUC, Maj.-Gen. Alexander, in a

Note to the SC the Ghanaian Government dismissed previous Belgian accusations of assaults upon

Belgian nationals in the most unruly eastern Congo. That note further charged that the Belgian

government was using humanitarian concerns（for “...saving the lives of Belgian nationals”） to

detach Katanga from Congo.56

Such reports by ONUC underpinned the international opposition to aggression against Congo on

humanitarian grounds. Consequently, the absolute majority of the UN SC members（including such

diverse states as the USSR and USA）united to rebuff those intrigues57 and to elaborate an

alternative, UN-centered option for improvement of the situation in Congo and for protection of the

civilian population. 

The humanitarian protective activities of ONUC were recognized as an element of that approach.

The SC approved proposals of the S-G, specifying forms of the ONUC functioning（including

humanitarian protective activities） and, more generally, emphasized the “salutary” effect of ONUC

deployment in the capital upon the security of civilian population there. Therefore the SC stressed

urgency of expanding geographical scope of ONUC to protect civilians all over Congo. Simultaneously,

the SC called for equal access of all the Congolese population（regardless of ethnic/racial and social

background）, as advocated by the S-G, as another fundamental of ONUC humanitarian protective

activities.58
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In sum, introduction of humanitarian protective activities into ONUC may be considered a

milestone within the evolution of UNPKOs. This marked a precedent in the UN effort to universalize

humanitarian activities amidst hostilities by merging those activities under the supervision of

integrated UN presence.59 It also marked diversification of UNPKOs functioning in comparison with

their earlier interposition character and highlighted the potential of UNPKOs’ humanitarian activities

in contributing to humanization of Security and Development paradigms. 

Ⅲ.2. ONUC humanitarian activities and absence of local will for peace 

ONUC began humanitarian activities since Congolese rival factions failed to reconcile and their

hostilities brought destructive results. Already during July 1960 havoc caused breakdown of

navigation on the Congo River, and severe food shortages emerged in the capital as a result. Threat of

epidemics also increased because of food deficit, humid equatorial summer and massive and abrupt

departure of Belgian doctors, fearful for lives and property, with no one to substitute for them.

Responding to mounting humanitarian crisis, ONUC became involved in a few sectoral humanitarian

activities. In distinction with the above-described protection of civilians, those activities were

implemented not by the PKF, but by locally and internationally recruited civilian personnel of ONUC.

Political mediation began for humanitarian purposes. Then, towards the end of July 1960, just

deployed ONUC civilian personnel assisted the mission of UNICEF, which had arrived in Congo to

lead an emergency nutrition service for children in the capital. In particular, assistance of ONUC to

that mission comprised escorting its personnel and support in terms of communication and

transportation.60

The UN Secretariat personnel apprehended the need for participation of ONUC in sectoral

humanitarian activities in the Congo and pressed for further similar measures. However, the limited

Security paradigm of the time prevented the ONUC humanitarian activities from expansion into

sectoral tasks. Thus, with no clear authorization for such sectoral activities within its mandate, the

Secretariat managed to find an unprecedented solution, allowing the ONUC to respond to new

challenges without upgrading the mandate. The Secretariat’s solution was to seek after the assistance

of UN organs and specialized agencies（which implement the bulk of sectoral humanitarian activities

within the UN）to the ONUC. On 20 July 1960 the S-G informed the SC about those decisions

（referring to the example of WHO’s support to the ONUC to prevent epidemics）and applied to the

Council for backing.61 Since the permanent members agreed about the seriousness of political

repercussions from humanitarian concerns in Congo and involvement of UN organs and specialized

agencies avoided huge additional financing of ONUC otherwise required for sectoral humanitarian

activities, the SC approved these decisions of S-G within two days by corresponding resolution.62

Not least in effect of that action by the SC, the UN organs and specialized agencies assumed

principal responsibilities for sectoral humanitarian activities, while protection of civilians was further
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strengthened as a core humanitarian activity of ONUC, the greater part of which was to be carried

out by ONUC PKF. At the same time the ONUC PKF attempted to implement some sectoral

humanitarian activities bordering with security-related challenges. For example, among other reasons,

havoc in Congo grew because the ANC’s involvement in struggle between various political factions

became violent and anarchic.63 From the other side, politicization brought to the ANC a drastic drop of

discipline and subordination. 

Therefore, within mandated law and order tasks, ONUC endeavored to deal with the problems of

ANC. In particular, it attempted to disarm and demobilize excessive ANC personnel. At present,

similar activities of UNPKOs facilitate humanitarian assistance to civilian population by diminishing

armed violence and strengthening the sense of security. Therefore UN political organs and Secretariat

acknowledge those activities of UNPKOs as humanitarian.64 ONUC represents a landmark in such

understanding since it also attempted to disarm and demobilize ANC units due to a humanitarian

concern: to ensure security of the civilian population. In particular, in Aug. 1960 the aforementioned

commander Alexander often called the attention of ONUC leadership to the need for disarmament

and demobilization of ANC units in order to prevent their escalating atrocities against civilians.

Exacerbating disputes and ethnic and tribal rows, those atrocities created additional mutual

grievances and hatred. In this sense, Alexander considered political reconciliation among Congolese

unachievable unless ONUC obtain from the ANC disarmament and demobilization of demoralized

units. Moreover, Alexander suggested that in general such measures would not be resisted by the

ANC units concerned, but advocated the use of military force by ONUC to disarm some units in

extreme cases.65

ONUC did not fulfill the quest of Alexander and others because of unwillingness of the Congolese

government to assist it. Whatever their ideological orientation, government members advocated the

same political credo: they saw in the ANC their only real power given their lack of economic leverage

vis-à-vis regions, and therefore did not want the ONUC to decrease the number of ANC forces. Under

these conditions, ONUC supreme civilian leadership disputed the feasibility of such programs.66 For

example, the SR S-G R. Bunche disapproved Alexander’s proposals, considering the choice for ONUC

“to shoot Congolese” for the disarmament of ANC to be extreme and unjustifiable. Bunche warned

that disarmament ought to be only voluntary and “...nothing could be done without the cooperation of

the central government”.67 Thus, from the legal point of view, SC resolutions did not mandate ONUC

to disarm ANC units68 without consent of Central Government, although during havoc that central

government often existed in name only.

Practically also, disarmament and demobilization of the ANC could not be realized, as secession

efforts in Katanga became more aggressive, and political strife emerged in the capital in Sept. 1960.

Turbulent events did not allow ONUC to cohesively interact with Congolese authorities in order to

dispel their antipathy towards disarmament and demobilization of the ANC. Corresponding attempts
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were not been made till the very end of ONUC deployment. At that time the ONUC attempted to

disarm the remaining separatist gendarme forces in Katanga. For example, during March 1964

personnel of ONUC in cooperation with provincial and central authorities airdropped nearly 100,000

leaflets urging separatists to disarm. However, that effort became futile as the ONUC prepared to

withdraw from Congo at that moment and could not mobilize enough personnel to clarify to local

population the purposes and benefits of such initiatives.69

Thus, not least following the dominant Security paradigm of the time, general protection of civilian

population remained the principal feature of ONUC involvement in the humanitarian field. According

to S-G Reports to the SC, from July 1960 onwards expansion of humanitarian protective activities

implemented by ONUC PKF was triggered by the increase in number and gravity of abuses against

civilian population by tribal militias. Till autumn 1960 those humanitarian activities diversified to

include preventing relief supplies from being looted, protection and transportation of those supplies to

the capital and subsequently to provinces; transportation and distribution of those relief supplies; and

more sectoral tasks such as health programs.70 Diversification of protective humanitarian activities

within the ONUC clearly illustrates a major direction within the evolution of UNPKOs humanitarian

activities, which became especially evident from 1990s onwards.71 Such ONUC PKF activities may also

be regarded as protecting basic human rights（the right for life and property rights）of civilian

population. For example, in Sept. 1960 that aspect of ONUC humanitarian protective activities had

been highlighted in the SR S-G’s report: durable presence of well armed and disciplined ONUC PKF in

the capital had the protective effect of reassuring the civilian population. Thus, when the ONUC

contingent in the capital decreased due to rotation or redeployment to other areas, crime rose and

abuses of human rights became rampant. Simultaneously, the humanitarian situation worsened as food

supplies to the capital decreased because of such insecurity.72

Importantly, the geographical scope of such humanitarian/human rights protective activities of

ONUC PKF quickly widened. In particular, the ONUC PKF systematically set up protected areas for

threatened persons at various times and locations. Such work of ONUC personnel seems to represent

a landmark of intercourse of UNPKOs humanitarian activities with human rights protection related

issues, although this theme is beyond the scope of the present work. Besides, such work of the ONUC

PKF for the first time highlighted the need to divide labor between the UNPKOs and UN organs and

specialized agencies（such as the WHO）. The issue proved to be very difficult to resolve, and lack of

proper division of labor concerning protected locations within the UN system still plagues the

humanitarian activities of UNPKOs.73

The rather narrow Security paradigm, privileging military solutions in settlement of conflicts, was

primarily manifested in inextricable dependence of ONUC PKF’s humanitarian protective activities

upon political will of the conflicting parties for reconciliation. Such will, and not the ONUC activities,

seems to have been crucial in shaping the population’s living conditions. In absence of that will,
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humanitarian protective activities tend to lose the way. The case described below seems to be a

landmark in that trend. 

In Aug. 1960 the UNPKO for the first time dealt with humanitarian emergency caused by ethnic

warfare in the Congolese province of Kasai. In particular, the contingent of the ONUC PKF in Kasai

was targeted by tribal militia while escorting unarmed IDPs belonging to an opposing tribe, to the

protected area set up by ONUC PKF. That contingent had to resort to rifle fire to defend itself and to

deter the attack of IDPs under their protection. As a result, a dozen tribal militia fighters were killed,

and a wave of discontent with ONUC emerged and jeopardized transport of relief supplies to the

famine-stricken population. Thus, for the first time the UN PKF utilized military force beyond

immediate self-defense but for a humanitarian purpose: to dissuade an attack on protected persons.74

While treating that episode with utmost regret, the SRS-G prophetically warned that “Every effort

should be exerted to avoid harm to anyone ... Obviously, if the Force began ... to wound and kill

Congolese its doom would be quickly sealed, for it cannot long survive amidst a hostile public. Indeed,

this would defeat its very purpose.”75

The head of ONUC at once identified use of military force by the PKF for a humanitarian purpose

as a fundamental flaw of the operation and argued in favor of preventing recurrence of such practice.

However, adequate efforts in that direction were not supported by the UN Secretariat and SC. In

general, we have to reiterate that using military force（in this context, for humanitarian purposes）

contributed to the destruction of the basic principle of peacekeeping, i.e., impartiality of ONUC

operations, and to the emergence of above-mentioned challenges to the operation. On the other hand,

ONUC humanitarian activities might have contributed to humanization of Security and Development

paradigms much more, if rival parties had been willing to renounce the cycle of mutual military

attacks.

Ⅲ.3. Enhancing protection in absence of local will for peace.

The above-described episode and its consequences suggest that if conflicting parties are not willing

to reconcile, UNPKOs have nevertheless to avoid violent action in order to implement their mandates.

The ONUC is remarkable in that it regularly made such efforts regarding protection of civilians from

abuse or threats of abuse. Those efforts included a set of concrete political initiatives aimed at

preventing ONUC PKF from sliding into fighting with rival parties over humanitarian issues. Besides,

when negotiations and political efforts failed and confrontations did occur（although regarding issues

other than humanitarian concerns）, ONUC also adopted more general measures of legislative order.

Those included institution of legal principles of ONUC activities in order to minimize the aggravation

of the humanitarian situation and also to mitigate harm from use of military force by the ONUC for

civilian population. Such efforts of ONUC undoubtedly contributed to humanization of Security and

Development paradigms and therefore are described below.
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Expansion of ONUC’s response to humanitarian concerns beyond protective activities by its PKF

was necessitated by political conditions and especially by worsening civil strife in the aftermath of

assassination of Congolese Prime Minister P. Lumumba.76 Essential implications are as follows:

Lumumba had been very popular in Congo, especially in eastern provinces of the country, which

always represented a breeding ground for tribalism and separatism. Therefore Lumumba’s murder

exacerbated separatist aspirations in the East.77 Besides, an assassination of a left-wing politician

provoked a censure against the poor functioning of ONUC by the Soviet Union, its allies and

numerous non-aligned states.78

In this context, inability of ONUC to guarantee freedom and to prevent assassination of Lumumba

represented not only a political blunder of that UNPKO, but a major setback for UN peacekeeping as

a whole. However, even under such conditions, the facts once again demonstrated the constructive

potential of UNPKOs humanitarian activities for easing political standoff between rival parties,

although they also reaffirmed the incapacity of those activities to substitute for the will of rival parties

for peace. In particular, during the second half of February 1961 the UN secretariat attempted to limit

political fallout from that assassination by means of ONUC humanitarian activity: attempts to return

bodies of slain politicians to their relatives and followers for burial. For the first time UNPKO

implemented such high-profile humanitarian activities bordering on sensitive political concerns.

According to the S-G report to the SC, however, those undertakings failed: during negotiations with

ONUC Katangese authorities procrastinated, putting forward one unrealistic demand after another

concerning the military assistance by ONUC.79

As further relevant reports of the S-G suggest, that episode reflected negative development in

tactics pursued by Congolese factions regarding the humanitarian activities of ONUC. Negotiations

concerning those activities were stalled and became especially difficult and long regarding expansion

of ONUC’s humanitarian protective activities, since those demanded the deployment of PKF in areas

militarily sensitive to the rival factions. As a result, during the first half of 1961 those activities

became increasingly dependent upon the luck of ONUC personnel in constant bargaining with

Congolese government and local officials concerning military assistance.80

The above process represented a landmark for the UNPKO in dealing with what is presently

characterized as contraction of “humanitarian space” by the parties of conflicts.81 Those efforts of

ONUC highlight a very important direction in which the humanitarian activities of UNPKOs may

contribute to humanization of Security and Development paradigms. Firstly, since at the time the

external providers were just beginning to implement humanitarian activities amidst hostilities, the

concept of “humanitarian space” did not yet exist. Presently, the concept refers to access to victimized

populations by humanitarian personnel. The spatial metaphor suggests shrinking or expansion of

available access to vulnerable populations in accordance with relevant general position and particular

actions of local political and military authorities. The essence of that concept is that access must be
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secured and maintained by humanitarian personnel if humanitarian activities are to be effective. 

Secondly, experience of ONUC is in this respect revealing for subsequent UNPKOs. For example,

negotiations conducted by its personnel with rival factions in order to secure relief supplies to civilian

population amidst hostilities represent a topical issue worthy of future analysis. Negotiated access is

essential in building welfare safety nets for the most vulnerable amidst hostilities and in the advent of

new paradigms of relief universalization. Even after adoption by the GA of a landmark resolution

A/43/131 the importance of negotiated access does not decrease.82 Resolutions of the GA have no

binding power, and securing consent of conflict parties for movements of humanitarian personnel still

represents the quickest way to bring relief supplies to civilians amidst hostilities. Therefore only

securing consent through negotiations, for the first time tried by the ONUC, allowed the UN to make

relief operations amidst hostilities more adequate to field conditions and to protect civilian population

at all sides. To confirm the point, the landmark humanitarian and human rights promoting Operation

Lifeline Sudan in 1989, and subsequent diverse operations across the globe humanized Security and

Development paradigms through daily work of the UN integrated humanitarian and human rights

promoting programmes, realized through negotiated access.83

Similarly to the case of Congo during the ONUC, in the absolute majority of contemporary UN

programs involvement of UNPKOs and UN PKFs is decisive in negotiations for access.84 Likelihood of

protection of relief material by the UN PKFs under the supervision of impartial and neutral UNPKO

civilian personnel strengthens the position of those negotiators as they attempt to resolve contentious

issues with conflicting parties. Then, as in the landmark activities of ONUC, UN PKFs often realize

protection and secure the distribution of relief supplies through establishment and maintenance of

certain more or less safe areas. But, although implemented across the world, these works of UNPKOs

cannot succeed unless supported by local factions’ willingness to consolidate peace.85

The above-described facts demonstrate that UNPKOs are political operations and implement

humanitarian activities within realization of mandated political tasks. However, the case also highlights

the quest for UNPKOs to function in conformity with principles of international law. In particular,

when absence of local factions’ will for peace leads to relapses of hostilities, observation of specific

legal instruments providing a normative basis for the humanitarian activities of UNPKOs becomes

crucially important. ONUC made a precedent through an effort to place operations of PKF in

conformity with the 1949 Geneva Conventions.86 Confrontations of ONUC with Katangese separatist

forces during Sept. and Dec. 1961 resulted in intensification and qualitative change of humanitarian

protective activities of ONUC. Hostilities were concentrated in a densely populated area of the

provincial capital. Civilians became trapped between warring sides, one of which was the ONUC itself.

A humanitarian crisis loomed.

ONUC responded to the situation with protective activities, taken urgently and in cooperation with

the ICRC. Degree and scale of ONUC involvement covered a wide range of activities, from the
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sporadic（escorting and evacuation of persons trapped in battle or wounded civilians and bringing in

food supplies）to the systematic（guarding of the Baluba IDPs camp）.87

UNPKO’s fighting with conflicting parties instead of keeping conflict from relapse into hostilities

was shocking and unprecedented. Moreover, contemporaries acknowledged the excesses in use of

military force by some ONUC PKF personnel during confrontations with Katangese forces and

accused those personnel of brutalities and killing a few Katangans “in cold blood”. The Katangese

separatists also committed atrocities against the ONUC PKF and civilian personnel. In this situation,

the UN S-G “...has been rightfully criticized for his reluctance to acknowledge at the time, and in more

specific terms, the violations by U.N. troops of the Geneva Conventions on the laws of war, the

treatment of prisoners, and the protection of civilians...”88 As UN Secretariat had to assess the matter,

the duty of ONUC PKF to observe Geneva conventions was confirmed by a set of regulations

governing the functioning of the ONUC. Those regulations were issued by the UN S-G U Thant on 15

July 1963. Provided a retroactive force, those regulations were deemed to take effect on the date of

arrival in Congo of the first contingents of ONUC.89

ONUC’s precedent-making operational conformity with the Geneva Conventions, endorsed in effect

of ONUC’s use of military force beyond self-defense, highlights yet another important direction of

humanization of Security and Development paradigms. Firstly, those provisions transformed the

humanitarian protective activities of ONUC from a contextual to a more legally binding and universal

basis. Hence the ONUC PKF personnel might not just occasionally protect the civilian population from

abuse, but were obliged to do it de jure and within all the activities of ONUC, including consideration

of humanitarian results of the ONUC PKF military operations.90

Secondly, the applicability of Geneva Conventions put ONUC functioning far ahead of its time, since

the UN begun to promulgate similar practices systematically only during the 1990s.91 In 1999 the

current UN S-G K. Anan made the fundamental principles and rules of international humanitarian law

applicable in UNPKOs when the use of force is permitted in self-defense.92

Thirdly, the above-mentioned landmark in ONUC humanitarian activities highlights the slow but

sure humanization of the UN security paradigm. This claim may be confirmed by comparing the

contexts of the promulgation of applicability of international humanitarian law to the ONUC and to the

contemporary UNPKOs. ONUC fighting represented a serious and recurrent but exceptional event in

functioning of UNPKOs of the time. In 1999 the Anan bulletin provisions were stated in conditions of

numerous UNPKOs’ deployment amidst hostilities in areas of intra-state conflicts93 and multiple use of

military force by various UN PKFs, including for humanitarian purposes, and had universal

significance.94

ONUC fighting in Katanga became subjected to extensive politicization due to the Soviet/US

rivalry and within the struggle of African nations for decolonization and against remnants of

colonialism, while the humanitarian aspects of the episode remained on the sidelines. In 1999 these
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humanitarian aspects of observance of international humanitarian law by UNPKOs were drawing

much more attention. That progress occurred not automatically: It was born amidst contradictory

UNPKO deployments, particularly in Kosovo and East Timor, and as the result of the UN

Secretariat’s intense theoretical search for reviving the observance of international humanitarian law

by conflicting parties.95 Humanitarian aspects were at the center of events as, outlining principal

challenges to UN at the opening of the 54th Session of the UN GA, the UN S-G emphasized the

complementarity of the legal imperative to uphold the UN Charter with the other legal imperative -

“...to protect civilians from wholesale slaughter....”96

Ⅳ. Conclusions.

The above analysis suggests that the contribution of humanitarian activities of ONUC to

humanization of Security and Development paradigms proceeded in various directions. That

contribution is comprehensive and therefore can not be limited to the pioneering nature of

humanitarian activities of ONUC within the functioning of UNPKOs. Albeit the number of UNPKOs

deployments has soared in comparison with the time of ONUC, an adequate qualitative increase in

efficiency of UNPKOs has not yet occurred.97 The Author entirely supports the suggestion of S. Kozai

that the ONUC experience represents the landmark illustration of the impossibility of advancing such

qualitative change without the maintenance of basic principles of UN peacekeeping: impartiality,

consensual character and the non-utilization of military force by UNPKOs unless in self-defense.98

Since the early 1990s, the UN member-states de facto agreed about achieving such qualitative

change via the general expansion of the concept of “security”,99 aimed to underpin the growing

number of UNPKO deployments theoretically and to adopt those deployments to the humanization of

Security and Development paradigms. Subsequent experience showed, however, that application of

such a renewed concept by each UNPKO must be based upon cardinally improved quality of UN

support of local political will for reconciliation. Otherwise an expanded concept of security remains a

dogma.100 Improvement of support, in turn, is impossible unless UNPKOs develop the basic principles

of UN peacekeeping under coherent supervision from the UN Secretariat and political organs and in

an atmosphere of support by the SC permanent members.

As development of those basic principles often gives way to their revision, similarly to the course of

ONUC, political will for reconciliation among rival parties often languishes without proper support by

the personnel of UNPKOs.101 As in ONUC, presently such situations too often cause areas of UNPKO

deployments to revert to hostilities. 

In this respect, the facts of humanitarian activities of ONUC prove that an impartiality-based

approach, advocated by Kozai, is most conducive in terms of humanization of Security and

Development paradigms. The example of those ONUC landmarks also allows highlighting a few

specific aspects of necessary qualitative improvements of UNPKOs. 
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Firstly, SC and the Secretariat should have emphasized more vehemently the destructive effects of

ONUC’s utilization of military force for humanitarian purpose. Without that timely denial, aspirations

for use of force persisted and during the 1990s brought immense harm to UNPKOs. At the beginning

of 1990s both the SC and the Secretariat once again strengthened that slippery link between

humanitarian action and coercive measures.102 By that, ONUC experience was neglected. Then, during

the mid 1990s the slide to use of military force（not in the least for “humanitarian purposes”）once

again resulted in failures in UNPKOs. In distinction from ONUC, this time the consequences were

global in light of the electronic media worldwide, and the UN S-G had to make a universal statement

that “The logic of peacekeeping flows from political and military premises ... distinct from those of

enforcement; and the dynamics of the latter are incompatible with the political process that

peacekeeping is intended to facilitate.”103

Inadequate consideration of ONUC experience both within the UN system and beyond illustrates

the deeply unfortunate results of disregard towards historical heritage. Therefore the UN work to

support local political will for reconciliation in the course of UNPKOs must be based upon respect for

history in order to make history.104 This even more concerns broader and longer- term strategic efforts

of the UN to humanize Security and Development paradigms. 

Secondly, the ONUC case highlighted potential of UNPKO humanitarian activities for easing tension

between rival parties. Implemented to protect civilians from insecurity, to diminish atrocities of unruly

regiments of ANC and to counter emergencies, the ONUC humanitarian activities contributed to

reconciliation already since they alleviated the most acute grievances and suffering. 

Governments of the major powers did attempt to utilize that potential by generating appropriate

decisions of SC and by approval of relevant UN Secretariat’s proposals. However, they realized that

potential to a very limited extent since concern for “real politics” often overshadowed humanitarian

concerns. Lack of ONUC humanitarian activities in support of wider peace-building projects, in

comparison with humanitarian protective activities, may be easily explained by that inadequate

support from the major powers. 

From the same perspective, a few misfortunes and omissions of ONUC humanitarian activities left a

good deal to be desired, and W. Zartman argues that the nature of ONUC’s rescue of Congo provided

“...the elements in its gradual collapse ... decades later”.105 Essentially, however, the ONUC

humanitarian activities worked and worked for the first time in the history of UNPKOs. 

In general, the ONUC experience and subsequent events in Congo confirm that no one else but

Congolese people themselves can rise up to the challenges to improve living in the DRC. The most

poignant political lesson from hostilities in the Congo in terms of humanization of Security and

Development paradigms is how destructive and murderous tribalism can be. This reality of Congo is

recurring through the tragedies of genocide in Rwanda and through the bloody strife across the

whole neighborhood of Congo. These facts imply that the best way to go is to share power as much as
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possible and to accept other people of different ethnic origins as being human like all other people and

therefore equal in dignity. That should be done not just on the state, but on the regional level as well.

As for us, ordinary citizens of foreign powers, the only meaningful and lasting contribution we can

make to Congolese and to all those people who put their faith in the international community is to do

our utmost not to allow such horrors to recur. Therefore we have to obtain more active stance of our

governments in favor of humanization of Security and Development paradigms. Foreign powers must

refrain from abusing the situation and assist the Congolese people in peace consolidation. 

In this respect, the recent initiative of the Japanese government to grant 408 million yen in aid for

UNDP/MONUC Program of Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration of Combatants in the

DRC, announced on 31 Oct. 2003, seems to be remarkable.106 Already at the outset of ONUC its

commanders considered disarmament and demobilization of combatants to be an irreplaceable pledge

of reconciliation, and the absence of such efforts, undoubtedly, contributed to perpetuation of hostilities

in Congo. 

Besides, this initiative underlines the non-violent and peaceful character of Japanese foreign policy

and retains（in comparison with similar assistance from other powers）an additional credibility in the

renunciation of war, threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes, established and

proclaimed in the unique constitution of Japan.107 During 1994-2003 Japan implemented Official

Development Assistance to Africa, amounting to US $12 billion, and is increasingly focusing this

assistance upon the consolidation of peace.108

Such initiatives inspire hope that major powers have grown able to utilize the UNPKOs’

humanitarian activities for humanization of Security and Development paradigms. Slowly but steadily,

the human race is learning lessons of the past for the sake of a better future.
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IDP - internally displaced person

IRC - The International Rescue Committee

IRIN - Integrated Regional Information network of the OCHA

JICA - Japan International Cooperation Agency

“Millennium Report” - UNDOC A/54/2000. “We the peoples: the role of the United Nations in the twenty-first

century.”

mtg - The UN Security Council meeting

OCHA - the UN Office of Co-ordination of Humanitarian Assistance

ONUC - Operation de Nations Unies au Congo. French acronym designating the UN Peacekeeping Operation in

Congo

OP. Para. - Operative Paragraph（of the UN resolution, etc.）

Para. - Paragraph

PKF - Peacekeeping Force

SC - The UN Security Council

SCOR - the UN Security Council Official Records

S-G - The UN Secretary-General

SRS-G -Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General

Supplement... - UNDOC S/1995/1. Position paper of the Secretary-General on the occasion of the fiftieth anniver-

sary of the United Nations, entitled “Supplement to an Agenda for Peace.”

S/... - The UN Security Council document

UK - United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

UNAMIR - United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda

UNAMSIL - United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone

UNDOC - UN Document

UNDP - The UN Development Program

UNDPI - Department of Public Information of the UN Secretariat

UNDPKO - Department of Peacekeeping Operations of the UN Secretariat

UNHCHR - The Office of the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights

UNHCR - The Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees

UNMOGIP - UN Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan

UNOGIL - UN Observation Group in Lebanon
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UNPKO - The UN Peacekeeping Operation

UNPROFOR - United Nations Protection Force

UNTAC - UN Transitional Administration in Cambodia

UNTSO - UN Truce Supervision Organization

USA - United States of America

USSR - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

WFP - World Food Program

WHO - World Health Organization
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